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I have a new obsession—and it’s an embarrassing one. Inspired by a show that depicted the newest VR 
contraption as guaranteed to scare your socks off, I bought an untethered VR device unlike anything 
I’ve experienced. It was wholly immersive and instantly captivating. While the spine-tingling games 
did not disappoint, I was surprised by how much I enjoyed other options. From fighting Darth Vader 
with a lightsaber to becoming Apollo Creed in underground fight clubs, I am doing it all.

I even tried a dystopian, sci-fi game that offers increasingly difficult puzzles as you work to investigate a 
secret research project on a Volgravian moon because…why not? These puzzles, much like escape-room 
designs, are heavily slanted to logic, mathematics, cracking codes, deciphering geometric shapes and 
graphs, and science.

I’ve only done one escape room in real life. Whenever my group and I crossed anything that looked 
like math or science (or even logic), I stepped aside to make room for the brainiacs in my family who 
aren’t scared of such things. Because I felt invested in this game—I was alone and a special agent, after 
all—I did not give myself an out. So, I told my brain it could handle math and science. And, it did.

In 4th grade, I decided I was not good at anything that wasn’t artsy—which was okay because, as a 
girl in the 80s, I wasn’t expected to be. Approaching every STEM class as a burden to be overcome, 
I would accomplish what I must to escape from the class with a grade I could accept, but I wouldn’t 
enjoy it.  Because I carried around the concept that I was not smart in these areas and would never 
be, it became a personal truth—even if it wasn’t necessarily a fact.

On the other hand, there are girls and women who have long known their talents in these fields, but 
they have had others holding them back. A November 2019 special issue of National Geographic, 
“Women: A Century of Change,” includes a piece by Angela Saini, who argues that women are still 
underrepresented in STEM, though some are finally gaining recognition and credit for their work; 
she spent years documenting the stories of women in STEM and their accounts of “discrimination, 
marginalization, harassment, and abuse.”

In Statistics and Biostatistics, however, not only have women been drawn to those fields for decades, 
but there have long been remarkable female leaders. Based on data from the Department of Education, 
National Center for Education Statistics, the American Statistical Association demonstrates that since 
1987, the percentage of Master’s degrees in Statistics and Biostatistics earned by females has ranged 
from 40.3% to 56.5%. Beginning in 2004, the percentage of doctorates earned by females in those 
two fields hasn’t dropped below 40% and has gone as high as 50.9%.

Research by the AAUW, Harvard, and Project Implicit demonstrates how we all have implicit biases; 
using the Implicit Association Test as a tool, they show that, despite our best efforts, “most people 
more easily associate men with science and women with the arts, men with careers and women with 
homemaking, and men with being leaders and women with being supporters.”

By the time we are meeting them as young adults, many female students may doubt their abilities 
to succeed in these fields if they lacked role models in their early education or if they have wrongly 
embraced the notion that gender determines innate, native ability in certain subjects. Others may see 
their own promise and potential in these areas but desperately need some mentors who will shore up 
those beliefs. What we must do, though, is continue to question our implicit biases and how they may 
frame our decisions about crucial leadership roles in each department.
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This past September, Jeffrey S. Morris, PhD, assumed 

the role of Director of the Division of Biostatistics at the 

University of Pennsylvania’s Perelman School of Medicine. 

Before Penn Medicine, Morris spent many years with 

M.D. Anderson Cancer Center at The University of Texas, 

where he was the Del and Dennis McCarthy Distinguished 

Professor in Gastrointestinal Cancer and Deputy Chair 

for the Department of Biostatistics—while also serving 

as co-director of the Rice-M.D. Anderson joint training 

program in Biostatistics.

PROFESSOR SPOTLIGHT

Using Biomedical Data to Personalize Medicine at Penn Medicine

Innovations in Statistical Methods 
for Biomedical Collaborations
In a storied and distinguished career, Morris 
has led teams that developed quantitative 
methods for extracting useful information 
from biomedical big data, including efforts to 
develop more individualized, and thus more 
effective, therapeutic strategies through better 
understanding and characterizing molecular 
subtypes of colorectal cancer.

The projects Morris and his colleagues have 
been conducting promise the opportunity to 
relate complex biomedical data to improved 
patient outcomes; their innovations are frequently 
motivated by the questions that arise during 
biomedical collaborations, and Morris has 
played key roles in these teams, with his research 
supported by the National Science Foundations, 
the National Cancer Institute, and the American 
Cancer Society, among many others.

He has served as President of the East North 
American Region of the International Biometric 
Society, as well as program chair for the Joint 
Statistical Meetings—which are the world’s 
largest statistical meetings—and he is currently 
editor of Biology, Medicine and Genomics for 
the IMS journal The Annals of Applied Statistics.

Despite his renown in the biostatistics and 
academic statistics community and a host of 
national honors to his credit—including the 
ASA’s Noether Young Scholar Award and Harvard 
University’s Myrto Leftkopoulou Distinguished 
Invited Lectureship—Morris remains remarkably 
down-to-earth, as a person, colleague, and mentor 
to other researchers. He shares that it is difficult to 
be anything other than humble when, as a scientist, 
you are constantly aware of your own limitations 
and the enormity of the problems you are studying.

 
The Forrest Gump of 
Biomedical Statistics
Morris compares the happy twists of fate in his life 
to those of the Winston Groom character Forrest 
Gump, someone who just happened to take the 
next step and end up in something wonderful. 
When he graduated high school, his sister was in 
college, and one uncle had finished college—so 
just going to college was significant; he says that 
graduate school was an abstract idea, at best, and 
research leader “never even seemed within the 
realm of possibility.” His undergraduate mentor 
at Messiah College, Marlin Eby, encouraged him 
to consider graduate school.

In his two decades at MD Anderson, he was 
excited to see the possibilities emerging from the 

intersections of computer science, mathematics, 
and medical research. Doctors and biologists would 
collaborate with statisticians to think through the 
best ways to analyze a set of data—helping them 
improve their science by working through analysis 
that could “discover reproduceable truths.”

As the sheer amount of data gathered has grown 
in leaps, the existing methods for analyzing data 
were not keeping up; he explains the field needed 

“fresh, creative, careful thinking.”
Morris explains that there is not one treatment 

for all breast cancers, for instance. There are 
biological measurements on cancer cells that are 
unique to the genetic codes for a patient. Now, 
however, we have the information to start to 
characterize a patient’s specific cancer and then 
predict treatment with “precision therapy” or 
precision medicine. He explains that we could 

“treat each individual’s disease.”
 

A Big Thinker and Energetic Mentor
Dr. Raymond J. Carroll, once Morris’s academic 
advisor, is distinguished professor at Texas A&M 
University’s department of statistics. Carroll recalls 
that Morris was exceptional even as a student, 
when he wrote a groundbreaking paper that was 
only the beginning of an academic career that, 
even then, “had enormous trajectory.”
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Since then, Carroll has followed Morris’s 
achievements, as he has tackled “all sorts of 
interesting problems.” Carroll calls Morris a 

“big thinker” with boundless energy for tackling 
the phenomenon that might help us to combat 
cancer—someone incredibly smart but also 

“remarkably sweet.”
Carroll believes that kindness is why students 

never were nervous when speaking to Morris 
about their own projects—because he “doesn’t 
project standoffish-ness”; instead, Morris helps 
people explore problems by providing all the 
time they need, without losing his enthusiastic, 
positive stance on their ideas. Carroll shares, 

“His energy is everywhere in his work.”
Morris was honored by M.D. Anderson 

with the 2018-19 Faculty Mentoring Award, 
which came as no surprise to his colleagues 
and students. Dr. Veera Baladandayuthapani, 
Morris’s colleague for 14 years at MD Anderson, 
is now a professor and cancer center biosta-
tistics director at University of Michigan; he 
credits Morris with influencing many projects 
and careers with his intelligence, guidance, and 

support. “He’s been a profound influence on my 
career at multiple levels,” Baladandayuthapani 
adds, and he’s offering powerful, effective 
mentoring to students and junior faculty.

The type of mentoring Morris offers, 
Baladandayuthapani explains, is selfless and 

“deeply ethical”—which is evidenced in his 
willingness to offer both time and respect 
to people and their ideas. He is passionate 
about their projects, Baladandayuthapani 
adds, without taking over—in that he is 
deeply involved yet allows people their 

independence—which makes Morris “one of 
the best mentors in the field.” 

That influence is clear in Ye Emma Zohner’s 
experiences. Zohner is one of Morris’s current 
PhD students in the Statistics program at 
Rice University. In her first year, Zohner 
found herself seriously considering leaving the 
program, but meeting Morris changed every-
thing. “His excitement was contagious,” she 
explains. Though his brilliance was important, 
she adds, his enthusiasm is what made her 
excited about research again.

Prior to joining the team at Penn Medicine, in his two decades at M.D. Anderson, 

Jeffrey S. Morris was excited to see the possibilities emerging from the inter-

sections of computer science, mathematics, and medical research. Doctors 

and biologists would collaborate with statisticians to think through the best 

ways to analyze a set of data—helping them improve their science by working 

through analysis that could “discover reproduceable truths.”
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Innovating Public Health
As each new opportunity unfolded for Morris in his 
career, he recognized how biomedical data science 
had the potential to “innovate public health,” and 
organizations already had a wealth of information 
being collected.

“It’s all about data,” Morris explains—under-
standing the signals in the data that can help us 
with more accurate predictions. In short, he adds, 

“analyzing the data carefully is essential.” That’s why 
scholars from many fields need to have a hand in 
the planning as collaborators and research leaders. 

At Penn Medicine, Morris has a chance to take on 
more of a leadership role in the future of medicine, in 
a location that offers access to entities to collaborate 
with as well as some of the brightest minds in their 
fields—while working towards cures for cancers and 
other diseases.

In his new role, Morris leads thirty-three PhDs and 
connects with two other divisions—Epidemiology 
and Informatics—to play a crucial role in devel-
oping groundbreaking collaborative methodologies, 
while still researching and teaching/mentoring. 
Referencing statistician George E. P. Box’s analogy, 
Morris says this opportunity allows him to “play in 
everybody else’s sandbox.”

Spotlight continued
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Spotlight continued

Crucial Skillsets in  
a Data-Centered World
Biostatisticians—and their related skillsets—are 
central to what is needed right now, Morris notes, 
which positions a student to be an important part of 
this process. “We live in a data-centered world,” Morris 
states, with all companies working to get ahead by 
learning how to collect and apply data: from tech, to 
sports, to politicians.

While those talents are the most in demand right 
now, only 26,000 or so actually have that skillset—
and all companies and institutions are competing for 
those same people. Morris wants them to “catch the 
excitement” and realize what they can accomplish in 
this field.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Rachel James Clevenger 

earned her M.Ed. degree from Mississippi College. 

After finishing her PhD in Composition and Rhetoric, 

she taught and served as the University Writing Center 

Director for Birmingham Southern College and University of 

Alabama at Birmingham. Most recently, she taught Business 

Communications at Samford University.
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Former Presidents Help Higher Education Institutions Handle New Challenges

Daunting Fiscal and Educational Challenges in Higher Education
Announcing a new model of consulting enterprise, former Wagner College President 
Richard Guarasci and former Metropolitan College of New York President Stephen 
Greenwald have launched Presidential Partners, LLC to address the daunting fiscal 
and educational challenges currently confronting higher education.

Known for their highly-regarded reputations in civic, experiential, and 
curricular reform and institutional transformation, the founders have assembled 
a highly experienced team from a wide spectrum of public/private universities 
and pre-collegiate leadership.

With the aim of guiding colleges, universities and secondary schools through 
today’s particularly challenging environment, Presidential Partners offers high 
touch, affordable long-term partnerships.

Former Wagner College President and former 

Metropolitan College of New York President are 

leading a consulting enterprise which will help 

guide colleges, universities and secondary schools 

through the challenging modern environment.

LEADERSHIP SPEAKS by Joshua Spivak
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Dr. Guarasci served Wagner College for 22 
years, 17 as President, the longest presidential 
tenure in the college’s history. He also has served 
as board chair of three major higher education 
organizations, including the American 
Association of Colleges and Universities. 

Mr. Greenwald served as the head of the 
Hugh L. Carey Institute for Government 
Reform at Wagner College, and was president 
of MCNY for 8 years, from 1999 to 2007. He 
also has an extensive background in law and 
business, having served as the CEO of three 
public companies in the media industry. 

Longer-Term, Effective, 
Personalized Solutions
The founders recognized a need for longer-term, 
effective, and more personalized solutions to the 
difficult issues facing higher education today.

“We started this practice because, as 
university leaders, we were disappointed with 
outside consultants and envisioned a practice 
where we and the colleges we work with become 
partners in designing sustainable solutions 
together,” said Richard Guarasci. 

“We aim to bring the expertise of our highly 
diverse team to bear on the work we do, tailored 
to the specific and unique needs of the insti-
tutions we serve,” added Stephen Greenwald. 
“A hallmark of the new practice is that at least 
one of the principals of the firm will personally 
oversee every project.”

Presidential Partners brings a solutions-ori-
ented methodology to higher education, built 
around the particular culture and legacies of 
client partners, at a time when colleges and 

universities are facing difficulties of a different 
order than in the past, including:

• the growing nemeses of income and wealth 
inequality;

• the decline in population of future college-age 
Americans;

• the impact of technology on the higher 
education learning model that has not 
changed in any significant way in the past 
century;

“We aim to bring the expertise of our highly diverse team to bear on the work 

we do, tailored to the specific and unique needs of the institutions we serve. 

A hallmark of the new practice is that at least one of the principals of the firm 

will personally oversee every project.”   —DR. STEPHEN GREENWALD, FORMER PRESIDENT OF 

METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF NEW YORK, HEAD OF THE HUGH L. CAREY INSTITUTE FOR GOVERNMENT REFORM AT 

WAGNER COLLEGE
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Leadership Speaks continued

• a growing consensus among parts of the body 
politic that a college education may not be worth 
the cost and may not contribute to a better life;

• pressure from the public and politicians to 
lower tuition costs; and

• the absence of a suitable business model for 
a sustainable, affordable education. 

Unique Challenges for 
Leaders in Education
“Educational leaders are facing unique challenges of 
a type that they have never had to deal with before," 
said Dr. Guarasci. "For the first time, the long-ac-
cepted understanding that higher education is the 
surest pathway to success has been challenged.” 

Presidential Partners has recruited as associates 
highly experienced and accomplished higher 
education veterans with decades of expertise 
in recruiting and enrollments; curriculum 

development; faculty development; board-pres-
ident relationships; presidential transitions; and 
institutional collaborations.

A particular area of expertise is the devel-
opment and implementation of civic engagement 
programs: collaborations between a college and 
the community in which it resides to enhance 
the education experience for students and meet 
and solve challenges facing the community. 

Dr. Guarasci is nationally known as a leader in 
civic engagement and served as Board Chair of 
both the Coalition of Urban and Metropolitan 
Universities and Campus Compact, the major 
organization focused on civic engagement.

Innovative and Successful 
Civic Engagement
As president of Wagner College, Guarasci initiated 
one of the most innovative and successful civic 

engagement programs in the country, working 
with community leaders in the borough of 
Staten Island.

Dr. Guarasci notes that “the ‘town’ versus 
‘gown’ battles have worn on educators for 
decades. It is important for collegiate leaders to 
prioritize civic engagement. It pays off as both 
an educational tool and as an investment by a 
college in the community in which it lives, and 
it offers a great experiential learning experience 
for students.” 

Greenwald, during his tenure at MCNY, 
expanded that college’s experiential learning 
model to include new areas of learning such 
as media management, education and urban 
studies. He believes that “more students are 
looking for an education that combines tradi-
tional learning with work experiences as 
gateways to professional success.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Joshua Spivak is a 

Public Relations Executive who provides 

strategic, high-level publicity and editorial 

campaign planning for a diverse client-base.

"For the first time, the long-accepted understanding that higher education is 

the surest pathway to success has been challenged.” —DR. RICHARD GUARASCI
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As communities across the nation commemorated Veterans Day on Monday, Nov. 11, Brown 
University unveiled plans for a new initiative that aims to more than double the number of 
U.S. military veterans enrolled as Brown undergraduates over the next three to five years.

 
Extending Its Need-Blind Admission Policies
To achieve that enrollment goal, Brown will extend its need-blind admission policies to 
include prospective students who have served in the U.S. Armed Forces; increase financial 
support for veterans; make standardized test scores optional for veterans in the admission 
process; and strengthen recruiting through a new partnership with the nonprofit organization 
Service to School.

President Christina H. Paxson announced details on the initiative at the University’s annual 
Veterans Day ceremony, where more than 100 members of the Brown community gathered 
near Soldiers Arch, a campus memorial erected in memory of the 42 Brown students, alumni 
and faculty who lost their lives in World War I.

At Brown’s annual Veterans Day ceremony, 

President Christina H. Paxson announced 

plans for increased financial aid for student 

veterans, need-blind and test-optional  

admission policies and new partnerships  

to increase the number of veterans at Brown.

ON-CAMPUS

Brown Doubling Number of Veterans Enrolled as Undergrads

Photo by Mike Cohea
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Expanding Support and 
Creating Pathways
At this year’s Veterans Day ceremony, Brown 
President Christina Paxson shared the 
University's new goal to more than double the 
number of undergraduate student veterans by 
the 2024-25 academic year.

“We owe an immense debt of gratitude to 
our veterans for the tremendous sacrifices they 
make and the uncompromising courage they 
display in defending the freedoms that we all 
enjoy,” Paxson said.

“Increasingly, Brown has become a home 
to student veterans earning college degrees. 
It’s essential to expand support and create new 
pathways, both to honor their service and to 
enhance the education of every student who benefits 
from the unique lived experiences and perspectives 
that our veterans contribute to campus.”

A total of 21 student veterans are currently 
enrolled as Brown undergraduates, a small but 
growing number as the University has imple-
mented new efforts to recruit veterans and 
expanded affiliations with Reserve Officers 
Training Corps (ROTC) programs.

With the goal of more than doubling the 
number of undergraduate student veterans by 
the 2024-25 academic year, Brown will take a 
number of actions.

First, beginning with applicants seeking 
admission as undergraduates for the 2020-21 
academic year, Brown will consider all 
prospective student veterans on a need-blind 
basis, which eliminates from admission decisions 
any consideration of an applicant’s ability to pay 
tuition. The University expects the need-blind 
policy for veterans to result in more transfer 
applicants, adding to the small number of 
student veterans who currently come to Brown 

each year through the Resumed Undergraduate 
Education program.

Secondly, the University will increase Brown 
financial aid available to undergraduate student 
veterans, replacing all family contributions 
(previously expected from student veterans 
and their spouses who earn income) with 
scholarship funds and boosting Yellow Ribbon 
scholarship awards (currently capped at $10,000 
per student).

The result is the full elimination of all out-of-
pocket costs toward undergraduate tuition and 
fees for student-veterans (as well as the depen-
dents of veterans). The full amount now will 

“Increasingly, Brown has become a home to student veterans earning 

college degrees. It’s essential to expand support and create new pathways, 

both to honor their service and to enhance the education of every student 

who benefits from the unique lived experiences and perspectives that our 

veterans contribute to campus.”  — DR. CHRISTINA PAXSON, BROWN UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
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0n-Campus continued

be covered by a combination of Post-9/11 G.I. Bill educational 
benefits, Brown’s Yellow Ribbon scholarship funds and matching 
funds from the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.

 
Eliminating Other Barriers
Next, Brown will make the submission of standardized test scores 
optional for all undergraduate applicants with U.S. military service, 
enabling veterans to more easily apply for admission. The shift in 
requirement eliminates a barrier faced by many veterans, given 
that most enter the application pool years after having completed 
high school, when standardized tests are typically taken.

 Additionally, to identify talented, high-achieving military 
veterans as prospective undergraduates to Brown, the University 
will partner with Service to School. Founded by three military 
veterans and an admissions expert, the organization helps 
transitioning military veterans prepare for their next leadership 
experiences by counseling them on admission to highly selective 
colleges and graduate schools.

To implement the need-blind admission policy for under-
graduate student veterans and provide increased scholarship 
funds, the initiative will require an additional $1.5 million to $2 
million each year.

Funds from an existing gift to Brown will be designated in 
support of the veterans initiative, providing immediate current-use 
funding to meet early goals toward achieving the five-year 
enrollment goal.

Simultaneously, Brown will begin an effort to raise a $25 
million endowment to enable the University to admit student 
veterans through a need-blind process and offer full financial 
support on a long-term basis. New gifts will be raised as part of 
the overall $500 million goal for undergraduate financial aid set 
in 2015 as part of the $3-billion BrownTogether campaign.

Honoring Veterans’ Service
Brown Dean of Admission Logan Powell said that each of the new 
initiatives comes in appreciation of veterans’ service to the country 
and the unparalleled experiences that inform the contributions of 
student veterans as they engage with fellow students in classrooms, 
laboratories and social spaces on campus. 

“Veterans have served our country in such noble and coura-
geous ways, and that unyielding dedication deserves recognition,” 
Powell said.

“And the perspectives that veterans bring to our broader student 
body add depth and dimension to how we understand history, 
conflict, leadership and so many other issues. The more we do to 
support and enroll student veterans, the stronger we are collec-
tively as an institution of higher learning.”

Powell added that other measures within the Office of College 
Admission—including work with the College Board to search for 
veterans who have taken College Level Exam Program tests—will 
assist in identifying additional prospective students. Those efforts 
will expand upon other actions implemented in recent years, 
including targeted recruiting efforts led by Brown’s Office of 
Military-Affiliated Students (OMAS).

Kimberly Millette, a veteran of the U.S. Air Force and 
program director for OMAS, said student veterans enrolled at 
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Brown currently—many of whom are active in the University’s Student Veterans Society—have 
advocated for veteran-friendly practices based on their direct understanding of the unique 
circumstances facing service members transitioning to post-military lives and careers.

True to the Spirit of Brown
“This is a moment of excitement for the future of military veterans at Brown,” Millette said. 
“True to the spirit of Brown, where University leaders and students can work in concert to effect 
real change, the catalyst for these actions to increase support for service members and veterans 
has been the voice of our students.”

BrownTogether campaign co-chair and Class of 1972 graduate Joan Wernig Sorensen will 
lead fundraising efforts toward the $25 million endowment. As Veterans Day approached, she 
and her husband, E. Paul Sorensen—who earned two bachelor’s degrees as well as a master’s 
and Ph.D. from Brown—made the first gift toward establishing the endowment.

Joan Sorensen, whose father served as a U.S. Coast Guard officer for 25 years, said the oppor-
tunity to support veterans pursuing a Brown education will inspire the generosity of University 
donors to reach $25 million in funding to expand financial support for undergraduate veterans.

“I’ve been lucky enough to get to know many of the student veterans currently on College 
Hill,” Sorensen said. “They are among the best and brightest minds on the Brown campus today. 
I know that the Brown community will come together to champion students who served in 
the military and now pursue their education as an integral part of the extended Brown family.”

Bridging Civilian and Military Experiences
Millette added that the civilian/military divide is very much a challenge facing the country. 
Sharing experiences across that divide is an important factor in considering how future leaders 
can best prepare to make informed decisions on major questions facing the nation and the world.

“Many students at highly selective institutions such as Brown proceed to careers in public 
service, and some will become the members of Congress who make decisions about whether we 
go to war,” Millette said. “To not interact with veterans or service members would be a disservice 
to any future leader—for that reason alone, the presence of veterans on every campus is essential.”

The initiative to increase the number of undergraduate veterans at Brown adds to a growing 
array of actions on campus to strengthen support for military-affiliated students. In fall 2017, 
the University began to waive application fees for veterans applying for undergraduate admission 
and guaranteed the opportunity for an admissions interview.

Dedicating New Suite of Rooms for Veterans
In the same semester, Brown dedicated a new suite of rooms just south of the College Green for the 
use of veterans, particularly important to those who live off campus, often with family members.

The space is also available for students in commissioning programs—Brown has significantly 
expanded ROTC opportunities for students in recent years, formally renewing partnerships 
with the Navy and Air Force in 2016, complementing an existing relationship with the Army.

Michael Muir, a Brown undergraduate student and former U.S. Marines combat engineer 
who organized an annual meeting of the Ivy League Veterans Council on Brown’s campus in 
2017, said that in recent years, students who have served in the military have been increasingly 
welcomed at Brown. At the recent Veterans Day ceremony, Muir said the commitment to 
doubling undergraduate veteran enrollment will make that even more the case.

“It’s an affirmation, really, [of] Brown’s commitment to student veterans overall,” Muir said. 
“I’m really proud to be here on campus … there’s this sense of community that I never really 
felt [before]. I can sense a positive change, and it feels good.”

Shared by Brown University. Brown University, a private Ivy League research university in Providence, 

Rhode Island, is the seventh-oldest institution of higher education in the United States. A leading 

research university, Brown is an innovative institution home to world-renowned faculty—where creativity,  

intellectual joy, and curiosity drive students to academic excellence.  



For many years, security on private college 

and university campuses has been a major 

concern for students, parents, faculty, and 

staff. From basic campus safety including 

violence in the form of discrimination or 

sexual assaults to the ever prevalent active 

shooter scenarios, the need for heightened 

awareness of danger is an everyday occur-

rence. More and more lately, another issue 

is of utmost importance—network security.by Sheila Wagner
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Information Security Officers 
According to Tanya Roscorla with Center 
for Digital Education, even campuses with 
Information Security Officers are working against 
many issues as they try to keep their campuses 
safe from cybercriminals. Unfortunately, small 
private colleges and universities simply do not 
have the money to hire an Information Security 
Officer. They often have IT personnel who 
are always trying to use new tools and change 
their tactics to counter the cyber attacks. It’s an 
ever-present race they are running, as attackers 
find ways around the tools, switch strategies and 
hit different targets.

Roscorla, in researching surveys and interviews, 
found that there are several major challenges that 
Information Security Officers are dealing with 
today. The number one challenge is phishing 
(the fraudulent attempt to obtain sensitive infor-
mation such as usernames, passwords and credit 
card details by disguising oneself as a trust-
worthy entity in an electronic communication). 
Too many people open emails that are designed 
to trick them into clicking a malicious link or 
downloading malicious software attachments. 

Cybersecurity continued
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Cybersecurity continued

Plan of Action 
Along with phishing, user education is a 
problem, Roscorla added. Because professors, 
students, and university staff have such busy 
schedules, cybersecurity awareness often takes a 
backseat to teaching and learning. While cloud 
security is a help, it takes a lot of due diligence 
to keep on track. Another issue is that cyber-
security doesn’t always top the list of leaders’ 
priorities. But since the risks and consequences 
are rising all the time, the leadership at private 
universities needs to establish a strategy for 
preventing attacks. 

While private colleges, especially smaller 
ones, have limited resources for the expensive 
tools that the cybersecurity industry creates, 

they need to determine how to best ensure their 
security tools are as up-to-date as possible. Along 
with that, identity and access management is 
very important, Roscorla explained. They can 
tackle this challenge by putting systems in place 
that will control who can access different appli-
cations and what level of access they need. 

BYOD Complications 
While all of the aforementioned issues are 
important to address, the number one issue 
for colleges is the insecure personal devices of 
their students and faculty. For many years, this 
has been the era of BYOD (Bring Your Own 
Device) to class. Like in a popular horror movie, 
one might say, “The call is coming from inside 
the house.” 

Unfortunately, while BYOD has been in 
existence for more than a decade, many univer-
sities are still struggling to keep their network 
secure. Glenn Meeks notes in an article for 
Spaces4Learning, “Historically, IT only 
needed to protect the kingdom from hurtful 
things trying to get into the castle through the 
main gate (router/firewall). Now the hurtful 
things are in the castle and on the ‘safe and 
secure’ side of the router/firewall.” 

One way that has offered successful 
protection in previous years, Meeks continued, 
is to require minimum computing device 
hardware requirements. If the device meets or 
exceeds those standards, the student must log 
in and download the anti-virus/malware appli-
cation. The student also needs to make sure that 
the application is up-to-date, and if it isn’t, the 
device will be denied access to the network. 

Newer models available with increased 
computing power and more powerful 
algorithms are constantly being put on the 
market. If the college purchases one of the 
“Next Generation” firewalls which also 
monitors your front gate and the secure side 
of the network for unusual traffic or computing 

Along with phishing, user education is a problem. Because professors, 

students, and university staff have such busy schedules, cybersecurity 

awareness often takes a backseat to teaching and learning.
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Cybersecurity continued

device behavior, Meeks stated, the BYOD policy will be better 
protected. “Of course,” he added, “the unit will be expensive and 
come with a hefty subscription cost for constant updates.” 

Boston University Lab
For private universities who have the money to spend, they might 
want to look at Boston University’s Student-Centered Active 
Learning Environment for Undergraduate Students in their BU 
Physics program. They merged several pre-existing labs into a single 
2,200 SF lab and adjacent 2,800 SF study space designed to seat 81 
students. The technologically-rich environment merges all classroom 
computers and projectors onto one shared system, innovatively using 
the university’s extensive AV/IT data network. In this way, student 
laptops are leveraged into an interactive learning environment, 
rather than being a source of distraction. 

In conclusion, network security is not something that private 
colleges and universities can ignore. Institutions of higher learning 
have been entrusted to protect institutional data and user data, 
including identifying information and even financial details, from 
hackers. They can't fail at that responsibility. 
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The living learning community concept of 

residential colleges on Vanderbilt’s campus 

is part of a larger initiative that is working 

toward developing and refining the college 

experience for all their students. In 2014, 

the university initiated their first residential 

colleges, which serve as spaces where 

upperclassmen students can transition out 

of the freshmen commons, and into a 

collaborative community. These residential 

colleges promote a communal consciousness 

that helps young students develop into 

well-rounded leaders of tomorrow.

by Cassidy Clevenger

Education & 
Community

Vanderbilt’s Holistic Residential College Experience
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History and Inspiration 
Vanderbilt has a reputation for excellence, and with 
their FutureVU initiative, the university continues 
to champion the values of teaching, research, and 
service. These communities have their roots in the 
Oxford and Cambridge social clubs and the later 
incarnations found at several Ivy League schools; 
however, Vanderbilt plans on taking this classic 
approach of community integration, and melding 
it with their modern campus. 

These models for college living are rare in the 
United States, and are more commonly found in 
larger Ivy League schools, such as Yale and Harvard; 
Vanderbilt, however, is the first university of its size 
to initiate this model. This style of residency is 
designed to meld together the strengths of different 
types of students and professors, while also 
supporting one another in instances of insecurity. 
The holistic model of residential colleges endorses 
learning, socializing, and synergy, all encapsulated 
in awe-inspiring architecture.    

The Concept 
In 2018, Vanderbilt announced their $600 million 
plan to debut the new residential dorms—the 
West End Neighborhood. The up-and-coming 
West End is planned to be completed in time for 
Vanderbilt’s 150th anniversary in 2023. The multi-
phase project will include extensive renovation in 
the area as well as the construction of three new 
residence halls. This living learning community 
development will dramatically change the face of 
the university’s residency, and promote a fulfilling, 
innovative environment for the students.

The construction of the West End Neighborhood 
will allow students stay fully immersed in the 
living learning model for all four years of college. 
In essence each residential college will become 
a subsection of a greater college, which grants 
students access to collaborative spaces, events, 
and—ideally—the in tandem experience of 
community and identity.  

Style and Features
Construction began in 2017 in the West End 
Neighborhood, and the institution is currently 
scheduled to debut phase one of the project 
in August 2020. Next year, the premiering 
features will include two interior courtyards, 
dance studios, an art gallery, a library, great 
rooms, dining options, and an apartment for 
visiting scholars. Additionally, Greek Row will 
be completely reconstructed, as well as gaining a 
completely new multicultural house.

According to Chancellor Nicholas Zeppos, the 
living learning communities are “much more than 
just housing; residential colleges are a physical 
representation of our vision to educate the whole 
student and develop leaders who will change the 
world.” Furthermore, Zeppos continued to remark 

Education and Community continued
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on the importance of erecting buildings that will withstand the test of time, and 
that offer ample spaces for both communal experiences and creative inspiration.   

The style of the new buildings mimic Collegiate Gothic architecture that 
is accented with brick and stone, much like existing Vanderbilt buildings. 
However, not all of the features are as traditional; the design of the campus 
interior used modern screening technology which allows the noises of the 
city to be filtered out. Vanderbilt Magazine claims the design helps campus 
feel like “an oasis in the middle of the city, free from vehicular circulation.” 
Additionally, the university’s landscape architect, Robert Waits, expressed his 
excitement about expanding the community’s green spaces as well as increasing 
walking areas for pedestrians. 

How Living Learning Communities Impact Students
The residents of the living learning communities will have access to dining 
facilities, multipurpose rooms, meeting areas, courtyards, as will graduate 
student mentors who serve as liaisons for the undergraduates. According to 
Vanderbilt, the graduate students can provide guidance regarding the students’ 
academics and co-curricular commitments, probe deeper thinking on world 
events, and build healthy, collaborative communities with one another. As 
Steven Madden, alumnus and Board of Trust member, stated, “‘Iron sharpens 
iron’, and the more time our students can collaborate together, the better 
education Vanderbilt can deliver.”

Two key aspects of Vandy’s campus are their ambitious student body and 
encouraging faculty. In the case of the residential colleges, both parties are 
involved in the success of the academic community.  Among the leadership 
team that lives in the Martha Rivers Ingram Commons—the current residential 

Education and Community continued
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college designated for Freshmen—a  faculty 
head of house, a head resident, and resident 
advisors work together to plan programs that 
can engage students across disciplines and 
backgrounds. 

The events include activities ranging from 
mixers for new residents and their parents, to 
seminars or social clubs or weekly themed-
dinners. The leadership team continually strives 
to promote self-discovery among students, while 
simultaneously celebrating cultural differences. 

The Role of Community 
Learning is a multidimensional process that 
partially takes place outside of the classroom. 
Zeppos explains, “Vanderbilt is choosing to 
invest deeply and broadly in an intensive, 
in-person experience. Residential colleges are 
places of friendship, places of community, 
places of discovery, places of learning and places 
of human transformation.”

Mental Health and Community
As mentioned, Vanderbilt has a reputation of 
enrolling some of the country’s most dedicated 
young scholars, and the institution is aware of 

the amount of stress their students experience 
while in college; in an attempt to help their 
students find a healthy work-life balance, 
Vanderbilt adopted the living learning model 
for dorms. Higher education is meant to be 
about more than finding a career and refining 
trade skills—it is also about finding oneself 
while becoming part of a greater cause.  

Though many of the community events do 
have an academic angle to them, some are solely 
focused on fostering a sense of togetherness 
and understanding. For example, at one event, 
the tour guides presented students with free 
succulents, then invited the students to take 
part in a group painting project. During the 
event, everyone decorated planters for their 
little cacti, chatted, and had the opportunity 
to get to know Vanderbilt’s greenhouse director. 
Efforts like these go a long way in promoting 
a sense of inclusion for students, and helping 
break down the student-professor barrier that 
many first-years may find intimidating. 

As students continue striving toward their 
personal careers, Vanderbilt aims to work 
beside the students, investing in them along 

the way. One way of doing this is by devel-
oping beautiful, calming, and engaging spaces 
for students. The immersive experience of 
residential colleges will continue to uphold 
Vanderbilt’s mission to educate their students in 
the most helpful, comprehensive way possible. 

Beginning a New Legacy 
The renovations and full resurrections of new 
residential colleges are sure to maintain the 
same degree of integrity and grace as previous 
projects at Vanderbilt University. According to 
Zeppos, the university is making choices that 
will benefit future generations well beyond the 
foreseeable future. In closing, he notes, “These 
buildings are being built to inspire, to create 
community, to generate knowledge—and they 
are built to last.”

Education and Community continued
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Every fall freshmen across the country pack up childhood 

bedrooms and move into college dorms. Many new 

students have never lived away from home. Some have 

never shared a room. Yet, here they are, hoping to 

thrive academically, socially, and emotionally. Creating 

a comfortable and welcoming living space goes a long 

way to making their college experience a success.

Home Away 
From Home

by Hilary Moreno
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Living on Campus
According to The College Board, 64 percent of 
students attending private universities live on 
campus. Choosing to live on campus has been 
shown in multiple studies to lead to a higher 
retention rate among students, especially from 
their Freshman to Sophomore year. It is vitally 
important to create a healthy academic and 
social community where interaction between 
fellow students and with faculty is fostered 
beyond the classroom. A sense of community is 
imperative to both mental and physical health.

Jeremy Bauer-Wolf, in How Dormitories Have 
Evolved, states, "Residence halls are definitely 
more important today. Many prospective 
students have no idea what they want to major 
in, or they have only a generic idea about 
majoring in business or pre-med. For them, 
the comfort and convenience of their daily lives 
will guide their choice of college.”

For many freshmen, this may be their first 
experience with true independence and having 
a place on campus to call their own helps to 
ground them. With easy access to the library, 
classes, the student center, counseling services, 

and teachers, students can be fully engaged in 
everything the campus has to offer.

Students living on campus are more likely 
to finish their degrees at their initial campus, 
complete more credit hours, show greater gains 
in interpersonal skills, experience deeper satis-
faction with their undergraduate years, and be 
more involved in the campus community.

There is mixed data as to whether on-campus 
living has a positive effect on students’ GPAs. 
What has been found is that many factors 
influence a GPA but for some minorities there 
is a marked rise in GPAs for students who we 
able to live on campus.

“Students spend an inordinate amount of 
time studying, interacting and sleeping in 
their dorms, so it is important to provide an 
environment that is conducive to these activ-
ities taking place,” says Hope Walton, director 
of University of Richmond’s academic skills 
center. “Concentration and creativity increase 
when you continuously work in particular 
spaces. That’s why making sure you have the 
right set-up for you is important.”

Why Does Dorm Furniture Matter?
The relatively new field of study known as 
embodied cognition focuses on how our bodies, 
minds, and environments subconsciously influence 
our ability to think, remember, and comprehend, 
notes Carolina Kuepper-Tetzel in “Embedded 
Phenomena: Increasing Comprehension of STEM 
Concepts Using Body and Space.” Everything 
from lighting to the color of the walls to the 
material and design of furniture can impact how 
well we retain information and make decisions.

Space in typical dorm rooms is limited and with 
enrollment increasing, many colleges are trying 
to figure out how to house more students without 
the high cost of new construction. Dorm furniture 
must be both durable and flexible, easy to move and 
adjust without additional tools, simple to clean and 
maintain, and minimal enough to allow for students 
to create their own space—a home away from home.

Sustainability and maintaining a low carbon 
footprint are also considerations quickly becoming 
more globally important on campuses to students, 
faculty, and financial supporters. The material 
furniture is built from varies from wood to laminate 
to metal, and each has its benefits and drawbacks.

Home Away From Home continued
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Home Away From Home continued

Natural vs. Man-made
Durability, cost, sustainability, and overall 
design need to be part of the discussion when 
considering purchasing new dorm furniture. 
Natural wood is environmentally friendly and 
offers students a piece of nature within the walls 
of their room but can also be cost-prohibitive. 
Laminates are easy to clean and offer multiple 
color and finish options but may contain toxins. 
Metal holds up well to the rigors of student life 
and is fire and water-proof. Here's a brief look 
at the pros and cons of each.

Wood

Wood is eco-friendly and, depending on how 
it's manufactured, creates zero waste and is 
recycleable. Wood is also more likely to be 
nontoxic, but it is important to check the 
amount of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
in manufactured furniture before purchasing. 

VOCs are carbon-containing substances that 
can become vapors or gases and can be present in 
paints and varnishes. As explained by a Harvard 
study, “Volatile Organic Compounds' Impact 
on Indoor Air Quality,” students exposed to 

normal furniture emitting standard levels 
of VOCs performed half as well as students 
who were tested in an environment that was 
VOC-free. Look for furniture that is MAS 
Certified Green to insure low VOC emission. 

Other certifications to be aware of are Chain-
of-Custody FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) 
Certification which certifies that the product is 
created with sustainable wood building materials 
and LEED Green Building Certification 
developed and administered by the U.S. Green 
Building Council—a nonprofit dedicated to 
sustainable building design and construction. 
Choosing to purchase LEED-certified furniture 
also earns points towards an overall LEED certi-
fication for your campus.

Solid-wood construction offers durability 
and strength that is hard to match and easy 
to repair. There are dozens of ways to finish, 
and refinish, wood furniture allowing for the 
natural beauty of the wood grain to shine 
through and last for decades. 

However, solid wood is often the most 
expensive option and tends to be heavier and 
bulkier within small spaces. Also, due to the 

The relatively new field of study known as embodied cognition focuses on 

how our bodies, minds, and environments subconsciously influence our 

ability to think, remember, and comprehend, notes Carolina Kuepper-Tetzel.

Everything from lighting to the color of the walls to the material and design of 

furniture can impact how well we retain information and make decisions.
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softer nature of wood, it can be easily scratched 
or dented but is also easily repaired. Wood can 
also warp and its porous nature, depending 
on the finish, may be more welcoming to bed 
bugs. The more well-finished, smooth, scratch- 
resistant a piece is, the less likely bedbugs will 
become a problem.

Wood Veneer

Wood veneer is a thin layer of real wood 
applied to a plywood base. It is lighter in weight 
than solid wood and more cost-effective but 
maintains the rich and varied appearance of 
natural wood. Like its pricier rival, wood veneer 
is a more eco-friendly choice than laminate and 
uses fewer trees than solid wood—40+ sheets 
of veneer can be created with only a 1-inch 
section of wood.

Wood veneer can be sanded and refinished, 
when done with care, and is more resistant to 
warping. However, because the thin veneer is 
glued to the core material, water damage can 
occur between the layers and buckle or bubble 
the surface, so the use of coasters or desk pads 
is encouraged.
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Home Away From Home continued

Plastic Laminate

Laminate is completely man-made, durable, 
scratch-, fade-, and stain-resistant, f lame- 
retardant, easy to clean, and more budget-friendly 
than wood products. With the aggressive use 
that dorm furniture experiences, laminate is 
an economical and practical choice for many 
campuses. Plastic laminate also helps prevent the 
growth of dust mites, and some companies offer 
antimicrobial finishes thus creating a healthier 
environment for students. 

In contrast, laminates are not as strong as their 
wooden counterparts and cannot be stained or 
sanded, but color options and variations are 
unlimited and can be matched to university colors. 
Toxicity is also a concern. Adhesives used in some 
laminate manufacturing release formaldehyde and 
VOCs in the finished product which has been 
linked to cancer and other health concerns. 

In consideration of green initiatives, laminates 
are not as recyclable as wood because they do not 
organically break down. Laminate furniture is 
not as easy to repair or refinish when damaged 
which shortens its lifespan and requires more 
frequent replacement.
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Metal

The greatest advantage of metal furniture is its 
strength and lifespan. It creates a very modern 
look, can be assembled multiple times without 
damaging the material, is easy to clean effec-
tively, is not affected by humidity, and does 
not burn. Metal resists bedbugs due to its hard, 
cold finish but the joints, bends, and weld 
points give bugs a place to hide. Luckily, metal 
furniture allows for easier cleanup and tolerates 
pest-fighting chemicals better than wood due 
to its less absorbent surface. 

Metal furniture, although less bulky 
than wood, can be extremely heavy and 
without proper care can scratch f loors, 
especially hardwoods, when being moved. 
Environmentally, metal furniture decreases 
the amount of harvested timber.

While high-quality metal furniture may be 
more expensive than wood, its expected lifespan 
is 10-15 years or longer. Many companies offer 
warranties that cover normal use for ten years 
or more. Metal furniture may require a larger 
initial investment but replacement is less 
frequent.
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Other Considerations
Bunk beds and desk-bed combinations offer the 
best options for small living spaces by maximizing 
vertical wall space. The same goes for storage, 
bookshelves, and dressers; go tall instead of wide 
to avoid using valuable floor space. Furniture 
should be adjustable without tools so students 
are able to change bed height and shelf placement 
easily. 

Having the ability to rearrange pre-existing 
dorm furniture is the first step in creating a 
truly personal space for students to escape the 
daily pressures of college life, focus on work in a 
familiar setting, connect with friends and study 
groups, and recharge. By taking design, durability, 
flexibility, sustainability, and materials into consid-
eration when deciding on how to furnish residence 
halls, colleges can positively impact the mental, 
emotional, and academic lives of their students.

Home Away From Home continued
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PEN/CLOSE CYCLES! 

• Backed by a NEW industry best 5 Year Warranty*
• Highly Adjustable – vertical, horizontal, 

closing force and final snap action.
• Anti-back slam feature gradually slows opening  

gate speed after 90°, preventing damage. 
• Models available in aluminum and steel brackets. 

Both can be screwed-on or welded-on.
• Serviceable – replacement hydraulic piston 

cartridges are available to further extend closer life.
• Suitable for ADA usage, with easy, high security 

installation that includes tamper resistant Torx screws.

The new, robust SureClose® 180° –  
patented, two-part hydraulic hinge and  
closer system. Efficiently self-closes and 
soft-closes gates up to 180 lb from 180°.

*Warranty conditions vary according to gate or door application and usage.  
See full Warranty details and limitations on D&D Technologies’ website. 
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Hydraulic, Hinge-Closer System
Tested to 500,000 Cycles

SELF-CLOSES HEAVY-DUTY GATES FROM 180º

NEW
PRODUCT

MAINTENANCE FREE – POWERFUL HIDDEN HYDRAULICS THAT DON’T LEAK

: info@ddtechusa.com: (800) 716-0888 : ddtech.com

Copyright © 2019 D&D Technologies





MAKING HIGHER EDUCATION SMARTER

From tuition costs to technology advancements, competition for students is growing
as the pool of students is shrinking. In fact, getting your students from orientation to
graduation has never been more challenging. Fortunately, TouchNet has solutions to
streamline financial interactions, help students pay tuition and reduce the distraction 
that can derail a student’s journey to getting their degree – all within an integrated, 
secure, compliant framework.    

HELP YOUR STUDENTS 

MOVE THE TASSLE.
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Eastern Tennessee State University

®

Bring a Fresh Forward Subway® 
restaurant to your campus!

Offer speedy service and great-tasting, 
nutritious menu options that your 
students can personalize.

Become a part of one of the world’s 
most recognizable brands with over 600 
locations in colleges and universities 
worldwide.

A TASTE OF 
HOME WHILE 
THEY’RE AWAY.

Subway® is a registered trademark of Subway IP LLC ©2019 Subway IP LLC

1-800-888-4848 
Ext. 1729

Kilgore_J@subway.com

www.subway.com/
nontradpartnerships

Joanne Kilgore
New Business Dev.

Subway® is a registered trademark of Subway IP LLC ©2019 Subway IP LLC


